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Problem and Motivation:
Stack Overflow is widely regarded as the most popular Community driven Question Answering (CQA) website for programmers. Stack Overflow strongly emphasises question-answer based format instead of chit-chat/ discussions. Questions on the topics which contain specific algorithms, coding techniques are recommended whereas opinion-based questions/ questions which have tendency to generate discussions rather than answers (e.g. polls) are discouraged. Questions which don’t follow the pre-defined set of guidelines are marked ‘closed’ (duplicate, off-topic, not a real question, subjective, too localized) via a community based-voting system.
Questions are an integral part of Stack Overflow system and hence, quality control of questions plays a significant role in its functioning and popularity. However, with the exponential increasing user base and more than six thousand new questions asked on Stack Overflow every weekday, only 6% of the questions end up being closed. Due to decrease in the community voting in closing questions, the workload on the moderators has increased. So in this project we aim to build a classifier which predicts whether or not a question will be closed given the question as submitted, along with the reason that the question was closed.

Previous Work:
Shah et al. propose a classification model with features based on human assessed aspects and question answer meta information to predict answer quality on Yahoo! Answers CQA [3]. Sakai et al. propose evaluation methods based on graded-relevance IR metrics to find the best answers on Yahoo! Chiebukuro (Japanese Yahoo! Answers) [4]. [5] Li et al. analyse factors affecting question quality and propose a Mutual Reinforcement-based Label Propagation approach to predict question quality in Yahoo! Answers. However these approaches focus on the answer quality on CQA sites but it has been proved that the answer quality directly depends on the question quality. The focus of this project is on question quality rather than answer quality.

Dataset:
We obtain the dataset from an online competition site Kaggle.com. The data is very huge with size of around 4 GB. The train data contains both the closed questions and open questions of roughly same size. The data consists of post text and associated metadata at the time of post creation. Metadata is Tags, title, owner creation date, owner user id etc. This will serve as our input.

Approach:
We treat this problem as a binary classification problem and it falls in the category of information retrieval and search. We built upon the initial approach provided in [6]. An important part of this problem is to identify which features to use for model building out of the given user features, Tag features and post features. For this we will look at the data and try to come up with the most important features. We will then use the machine learning methods to build a classifier: SVM, Random forest, ensembling algorithms etc. are some that we intend to use. There is also a new
library for feature learning ‘Vowpal Wabbit’ [7] which was developed at Yahoo! by John Langford. This library is handy in dealing with large data, important features and it is a fast learner.
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